(a) Doris Lessing as author functions as Anna Wulf, editor of all the volumes on her (Anna's) trestle table. This editing and overseeing Anna is the one who writes the bracketed linking sections of the volume, and of course she writes as if from the outside, in the third person. As 1 hope to show, aside from its being symmetrically appropriate that we posit an Anna-editor rather than settle for the obvious Doris-author (no self is alone or complete in these fictional en virons, after all), it is also necessary to allow for this editing role if, for in stance, the golden notebook is to make sense within The Golden Notebook.
(b) If we hereafter take for granted that Doris Lessing, who created the en tire volume, merged her authorial self with her outermost fictional self, Anna editor, and if we then move further into the book from the outside editor's on the other hand she can pull herself into balance by selling out?by adopting the attitude on display in her "joy-in-spite" dream and in the attitude and conduct of her Ceylonese acquaintance Mr. DeSilva; namely the view that nothing really matters and that the only sensible thing is to give up and stop caring about making the outside meet the inside, the man the woman, the public the personal, the head the heart, the morally social the morally aesthetic. Of the renowned Anna-Saul confrontation in this blue book, let us say for now that its importance lies, for our immediate purposes, in its giving her a middle way to avoid the two evil extremes (though we have yet to deal with the complexity of that middle way). After carefully cross-referencing blue book details of this psycho-sexual therapeutic battle and the nineteen num bered story-leads in the yellow book, and all the while skillfully balancing news paper clippings and numerous precisely detailed and dated items against a Saul are the same self (selves), psychologically. Separately, he needed her and she needed him to do so; separately, each recognizes the possibility of a cured self in the mirror that is the other; separately, however opposed they are, each is attracted to the evil extremes of insanity and indifference; separately, she is stronger and able to give him his novella's first line, so that he can then respond by giving her a first line. Significant?y, we find in the golden notebook that Anna writes down both of the first lines (and this "sentencing" is the other face of reprieve, as we shall see). This is solid support for the present point, but obvi ously it leaves us to consider whether the golden notebook manifests her deci sion to get all of herself into one book. Plainly, the golden book is a transition to the keeping of that promise, and therefore carries the symbolically glorious hues of that to which it gives eventual rise. Whatever may be the inevitability, to die reader, of Anna's failing to realize such total integrity, we are concerned with the demands she makes and the lengths to which she goes, rather than with what we may think of her aims. Thus the important thing is to see her as driven by her demands in alternate di rections. At one moment she is filled with self-loathing, malice, the desire to hurt, the temptation to cynicism and despair, the wish to commit suicide because her failure to achieve the impossible makes her want to think with DeSilva that "it doesn't matter." At the next moment, however, she recognizes these dangers to her humanistic idealism, attempts to manage sex, motherhood, friendship, poli tics in the realm of practicality, sympathizes with the commercial agents whom she elsewhere hates ( because, that is, the fictional remove at which Anna would place her Ella-self is no more distant than the various Anna-selves, though Ella is indeed in a work called fiction whereas Anna thinks of her writing self as outside that fiction, in life.
The conventional distinction between life and created illusion is therefore shown once again to be illusory (cf. Proust, Barth, or more simply the Durrell of Bitter Lemons). For this reason I take "the third" in Anna's tide, The Shadow of the Third, to refer to this or that member of the familiar sexual triangle, to be sure, but also to the still vague but nonetheless real self that Anna-writer can not bring to life as the satisfactory union of Anna and Ella (creator and created; artist and politically active woman plus projection of that self but at a distance ideally establishing oneness or the antithesis of distance thus see boulder-pushing as a kind of success rather than as the failure described by Paul in the yellow book-novel (pp. 181-182). They know now that life and words are not one in the post-critical, viable world; but the golden book ends with their nevertheless giving each other the gift of words to seal their giving of selves. Anna writes that the two of them will "always be flesh of one flesh, and think each other's thoughts," whatever distances might intervene (p. 548), and thereby supplies a tentative explanation for our having Anna's words in the golden book given to us together with the fact of Saul's having taken that book away with him. To expect to find out where that book is (Bristol? Reno? Xana
